Host Susan says:
Mission Summary 10507.25

Host Susan says:
The crew has found themselves in a bit of a quandary.  One of their numbers is missing, the Executive officer is missing and an unfamiliar woman calling herself Lieutenant Bodine has appeared.  

Host Susan says:
Will they be able to solve the mystery and return the station to normal?

Host Susan says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Second Martin says:
::sitting in Operations, looking at the CIV, still surprised to see a friendly face, in this not-so-friendly-place::

XO Regnum says:
Self: Well, well, well, another one

Host CO Hamilton says:
::pacing operations:: XO: I want you to find out who that stranger is.  ::points to Bodine:: And what have you found out about Martin?

CEO Krell says:
::sits at his station with his feet up reading a PADD::

XO Regnum says:
CO: Martin is not our Martin at all, but a copy of herself from another universe

Host CO Hamilton says:
XO: I've heard of this happening before.

XO Regnum says:
CO: Judging by her memories, which were boringly easy to read, this man, is John Bodine. If I remember the manifest of Anne Bodine correctly, they used to be married before he died in this universe

Host CO Hamilton says:
XO: Though, I can't say that I've known anyone that has ever experienced it before.

CIV Bodine says:
::john looks at Regnum incredulously:: XO: Hello .. Commander.. is this some sort of joke?

CEO Krell says:
::sips on his Kanar in his office::

CMO Burton says:
::Sitting in his office reading the latest regulations on new information "extraction" methods::

CIV Bodine says:
::slowly exits the turbolift and moves closer to the center of the command deck very casually and in a non-threatening soft of way::

XO Regnum says:
CIV: How dare you talk to me, Slime ::uses his telekinesis to push Bodine out of the way::


Host CO Hamilton says:
ACTION:  Bodine is lifted from the floor and pushed several feet away from the Captain and Exec.

Second Martin says:
::stands from her seat:: XO: If you don't mind, I'd appreciate it if you didn't treat my officer like that ::glares at Regnum::

XO Regnum says:
Second: But you see... I do Mind

Host CO Hamilton says:
Second: You will hold your tongue until we find the source of this switch and reverse it.  Otherwise, you'll find yourself on the wrong end of an agonizer.

CIV Bodine says:
::slowly get up from the ground and rubs his shoulder blade where it collided with a bulkhead:: XO; What the .. hey ...

CEO Krell says:
::leans back and begins to fall asleep::

XO Regnum says:
CO: Captain, I think we can not only resolve this switch.... but use it to our advantage to bring unending glory and riches

Host CO Hamilton says:
XO: Do it!

CEO Krell says:
::falls over in his chair and looks up makes sure there was no one that saw that:: Self: Okay...good...::straightens his uniform::

Second Martin says:
::rolls her eyes:: CO: Whatever this agonizer is...::glances at the XO, wondering what he's talking about now::

Host CO Hamilton says:
CEO: Straighten up or die!  ::storms out of operations::

CIV Bodine says:
ALL: Glory and riche, using what advantage what the heck is going on here? ::looks to Martin for some sign of assurance::

XO Regnum says:
CO: I intend to use these 2... to open a doorway into their own universe. From what I've seen from Martin's mind, they are an incredibly weak civilization. We could easily overtake their version of the station and control it ourselves

CEO Krell says:
Self: Little testy this morning ain’t he

CMO Burton says:
Self: Oh, now that looks interesting. I can't wait to try that out on a patient.

CEO Krell says:
XO:I offer my services if need be Commander

Second Martin says:
CIV: You're in a mirror universe, both of us are - these guys are testy little jerks who seem to think we're all weak fools at home, so be careful...

CTO A`Beat`Ya says:
::Enters OPS, and approaches the CO:: CO: Lt Meegon A'Beet'Ya reporting for duty.

CIV Bodine says:
XO: Sense when have you ever used anyone what is the matter with you sir?

CEO Krell says:
XO: Sir...a Question if I may?

CIV Bodine says:
ALL: Generally superposes resolve their tasks with the chain of command and orders not threats ..

XO Regnum says:
::turns to the CIV:: CIV: I believe I told you not to speak to me ::his eyes flash red and he stares at Bodine, attempting to increase his blood temperature as he did to Martin earlier::

CIV Bodine says:
::closes his eyes trying to disrupt the attempt and control his breathing:: XO: Stop ... Please stop ... ::gets dizzy and falls to 1 knee::

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
<Edit CTO comment towards the XO and not the CO>

Second Martin says:
XO: Leave him alone. Now. ::takes a step closer to the XO:: He's under my command, not yours.

XO Regnum says:
CIV: What's the problem Mr. Bodine, feeling a little feverish?

Host CO Hamilton says:
*CMO* Hamilton to sickbay, Doctor, get up here immediately and bring your favorite agonizer.

XO Regnum says:
CEO: What can I do for you Mr. Krell

CEO Krell says:
XO:I should be able to interface with there systems...I mean if there is a copy of those two here there should be a copy of my self there and my codes should work. I can get in. ::steps infrot of the Second::

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
::Looks around OPS, and how disorganized things appear to be::

CMO Burton says:
*CO* Aye, on my way.

CEO Krell says:
Second: You talk to Regnum like that again and I will cut your throat and leave you to die on the street corner.

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
XO: I wouldn't trust him, Sir. Krell has ulterior motives.

CMO Burton says:
::Picks up his most used piece of equipment and heads out of sickbay::

CIV Bodine says:
::his mind is swimming he feels lost like he is sinking beneath the water:: Thinking: No.. I must find the surface .. I must breath I need air ...

Second Martin says:
::gives Krell a bland look, raising an eyebrow:: CEO: Yes, yes, I'm sure you will...might take a while if you want me to die though, there aren't any streets in space, you know?

CEO Krell says:
Second: There is always the holodeck...or out the nearest air lock.

XO Regnum says:
::releases the fever on Bodine:: CO: Captain, this one ::nods towards Martin:: was in the turbolift when she switched to our universe. And as you may note, this one ::nods to Bodine on the ground:: Just came out of that turbolift. My guess would be that the rift between our worlds can be found there

XO Regnum says:
CTO: Noted Lieutenant.

CEO Krell says:
XO: Sir...I have fought by your side many times...I have never miss-lead you.

Second Martin says:
::shrugs:: CEO: For someone who's actually a decent person in my universe, you're sure arrogant here...wait, no, that's just the Cardy part, isn't it...must be more Bajoran at the surface in the Krell that I know.

CIV Bodine says:
::the present day begins to swim back into focus:: Self: uh .. I think I am going to be sick .. ::panting::

CMO Burton says:
::Enters operations::

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
CEO: You made sure you stayed close behind the XO, why is that?  Are you planning to advance that way?  A phaser to his back, like you did to the former CTO?

Host CO Hamilton says:
::returns to Operations in time to hear the XO::  XO: Understood, get Krell to check it out.  He and A’Beet’Ya will be our testers.  We'll hold Martin and Bodine for leverage.

Host CO Hamilton says:
CMO: Excellent.  I want you nearby, if anything goes wrong, Martine and Bodine are yours to play with.

CEO Krell says:
CTO: Do you want to be next? ::glares at the CTO:: Second: I am a Cardassian Warrior...not a pathetic Bajoran.....

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
::Draws his phaser, and sticks the tip in Krell's ear:: CEO: You won’t get the same chance that you did with Mahl.

CMO Burton says:
CO: Aye. ::Smiling eagerly::

Second Martin says:
::smirks a little:: CEO: What, you have a problem with having a split heritage?

XO Regnum says:
CEO/CTO: You two get in that turbolift, and keep your tricorders at the ready, find that rift and see if we can solidify it into a doorway that we can get through

CIV Bodine says:
::attempts to stand again saying nothing but  eyeing regnum with contempt and the look only a warrior could understand::

CEO Krell says:
::side steps to the side takes the Phaser out of the CTO's Hand and breaks the CTO's hand and holds his blade at his throat: :CTO: you were saying?

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
::With his other hand, brings up his backup phaser, and shoots::

Host CO Hamilton says:
ACTION:  Krell falls dead.

XO Regnum says:
::shakes his head:: Self: Incompetence

Second Martin says:
::looks at the chaos and sighs, grimacing a little to see Krell fall, though forcing herself not to react anymore, reminding herself that it isn't the Krell she knows::

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
::Looks at his phaser:: Self: I thought this was on stun.  

Second Martin says:
XO: Hmph, at least in our universe the officer’s show a little more discipline.

XO Regnum says:
Second: You have not yet known discipline

Second Martin says:
XO: Eh...whatever, at least my officers don't kill each other at random...and they listen to their Commanding officers too...

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
::Steps back:: XO: As per your previous orders, I am prepared to use the lift, and attempt to find the rift to that other universe.

Second Martin says:
::looks at the CIV:: CIV: You alright? ::looks at the turbolift doors, thinking::

XO Regnum says:
CTO: I admire your loyalty with your broken hand. Go, find the rift and find out how to give US control over it

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
XO: On my way, Sir.  ::Grabs a tricorder, and enters the turbolift::

CIV Bodine says:
XO: I think what your referring to is fortitude.. Actually.  I imagine you know very little about discipline it requires an example to compare too. Which you have only had in this universe recently. ::looks at his Exec::

CMO Burton says:
::Kicks Krell a little in the side to see if the CEO might be worth working on to save::

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
::Orders the lift to the docking ring::

Host CO Hamilton says:
ACTION:  Burton sees no response

Second Martin says:
::nods at the CIV::

Host CO Hamilton says:
CMO: Burton, teach this interloper a lesson.

CIV Bodine says:
XO: The rift I was just studying from my end is extremely unstable. You're dumber then you look if you think you can control it.

CMO Burton says:
::Sees no movement and wonders if he should try:: Self: Well he would owe me if I saved him, guess I could give it a shot. ::Begins working on the CEO::

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
::Holding his tricorder in his good hand, allows it to scan as the lift rides down::

Second Martin says:
XO: He has a point...controlling nature never leads to good results...

Host CO Hamilton says:
ACTION:  As the lift descends, the CTO detects the unstable rift.

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
*XO* Sir, I have detected the rift.  It's between decks, sort of.  But, Sir?  It's very unstable.

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
Computer: Halt lift.

Host CO Hamilton says:
ACTION:  Through the portal, the CTO detects DNA traces of their own Second Officer and Anne Bodine.

Host CO Hamilton says:
ACTION: The lift halts.

XO Regnum says:
*CTO*: Can you find a way to get us through the rift without our counterparts ending up here?

CIV Bodine says:
::grins::

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
::With the lift stopped, he begins doing a more thorough scan of the rift::

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
*XO* The only thing that will stop them from coming through is an armed guard on our side.  As for us going through to their side, that is a gamble in itself.  The rift is fluctuating.

CMO Burton says:
::Stops working on the CEO and uses his agonizer on the hapless interloper::

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
*XO* Sir?  I have detected DNA signatures that match Second Officer Martin and CIV Bodine.  If you wish, I will attempt to step through?

Host CO Hamilton says:
ACTION: Bodine writhes in pain.

CIV Bodine says:
Self: AWWHGH ::grabs his head in a violent scream::

XO Regnum says:
*CTO*: Negative Lieutenant, I want to find a way to get through without switching places, When either of these 2 went through they switched places instead of just cross over. I want to get there without bringing more of them here

Second Martin says:
::jumps towards the CMO, grabbing him from behind, forcing his arms behind his back:: CMO: Don't you dare do that ::hissing in his ear::

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
*XO* Understood, Sir.  I will return to OPS shortly.  I want to run a few more scans on this rift while I have a chance.

CMO Burton says:
Second: Ahh, get off me wench! :: Grabbing at the Second::

Second Martin says:
::tries to force the CMO down to the ground:: CMO: If you didn't want to get hurt, you shouldn't have gone near my officer.

CIV Bodine says:
::in his pain he is still standing and starts to run, though with no control or intent to do so, straight at regnum::

Host CO Hamilton says:
ACTION: Burton manages to grab Martin and pin her.

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
::Runs more scans of the rift, then orders the turbolift back to OPS::

Second Martin says:
::struggles against the Doctor, then brings her knee up hard into the Docs groin::

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
::Upon returning to OPS, takes his tricorder, and uploads the information to the central computer::

CMO Burton says:
Second: Ha! Take that! :: Using the agonizer on her::

Host CO Hamilton says:
CMO: Secure them both, bind them lock them in the brig or one of your agonizer booths.  I'll leave it to your pleasure.

XO Regnum says:
::raises a hand in a stop gesture at Bodine, using telekinesis to throw him backwards::

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
::Turns just in time to see the CIV heading for the XO at a full run, takes out his phaser, and shoots the CIV on stun::

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
CO: Sir?  I suggest beaming them to the brig.  The use of the turbolift at this time could cause them to go back to their universe, and allow others to enter ours.

Host CO Hamilton says:
ACTION: Bodine and Burton both hit the deck.

CIV Bodine says:
::out cold::

Second Martin says:
::growls, straining against the Doctor and the pain for a minute before succumbing to the pain::

Host CO Hamilton says:
CTO: Bind her!  Get them both out of here before I kill them both!

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
::Tries to think of a way to bind the hands of the Second while only using one of his hands.  Decides to stun the Second instead::

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
::Goes to the OPS console, locks onto the CIV and the Second, and attempts to beam them both to the brig::

Host CO Hamilton says:
ACTION:  Martin collapses as a result of the stun.

Host CO Hamilton says:
ACTION:  Transporter systems are offline

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
Self: Hmm. 

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
CO: Sir?  Transporters are offline.  With your permission, I will take these two to the brig using the turbolift.  ::motions for two security guards to assist him::

Host CO Hamilton says:
CTO: Do it!

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
Guards: Place them along the front wall of the lift.  That way, they should be able to avoid the rift on the ride down.

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
::enters the lift with the others, and turns on his tricorder:: Self: Let's see if this thing is in motion::

Host CO Hamilton says:
ACTION: As the lift descends, Martin and Anne Bodine appear in operations.

Host CO Hamilton says:
ACTION:  The lift drops from sensors.

Host CO Hamilton says:
ACTION:  As the lift drops through the rift, Bodine and Martin awake.

Second Martin says:
::lifts her head groggily, seeing their in the lift::

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
::Sees the CIV and the Second waking up:: Second: Don’t get any ideas. I still have my phaser.

Second Martin says:
::looks up at the CTO:: CTO: You know, that was just a stupid idea...we're probably back in our own universe by now

CIV Bodine says:
::hopes:: Computer: Security Contingent Alpha one we've been boarded in this section!

Second Martin says:
::stands slowly, hand against the wall of the lift for support::

CMO Burton says:
::Readies his agonizer for another burst::

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
Second: If we are in your universe, you can guarantee that some of your friends will cease to exist very shortly.  ::Sets his phaser on maximum::

Host CO Hamilton says:
ACTION:  Intruder alert klaxons sound throughout the station and the lift is halted as security fields are brought online.

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
::Walks up behind the second, and places the point of the phaser into her ear::

CIV Bodine says:
::feels triumphant though still very weak::

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
Second: You make a wonderful hostage.

Second Martin says:
CTO: Heh...don't count on it. ::smiles sweetly, very confidant in the abilities of the crew::

XO Martin says:
CTO: Besides, I've been taken hostage more than I'd like recently....::reaches to the control panel of the lift and opens the doors::

Host ADM Hamilton says:
ACTION: The lift doors open and an armed security team greets those inside.

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
::Presses the phaser harder into Martins ear::

XO Martin says:
::looks at the Security team outside:: Sec: Please tell me no Empire exists here...that we're back with the good ol' Federation?

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
Security: Back off, of this worthless piece of trash will be vaporized.

CIV Bodine says:
::does not try to fight his captor in the lift but notes that his comm-badge was never removed and taps it:: *OPS*: We need ... help And the XO ... Confine ...

CIV Bodine says:
::faints again::

XO Martin says:
::glances at Bodine, a bit surprised at him fainting, but then turns around and looks at the CTO::

TO MJDoole says:
XO: I don't know if an Empire exists beyond this rift, but yes, we are back in the good ol' Federation

XO Martin says:
CTO: You do realize that if you shoot me, they ::motions to the security team:: will take every means necessary to take you down in return?

TO MJDoole says:
XO: How are we going to seal it? That's a good question.

Host ADM Hamilton says:
<SEC G'noan> XO: Ma'am?  We're reacting to an intruder alert.  I take it these are our intruders?  ::whispers:: TO: Should we order a transport?

XO Martin says:
TO: Good to hear, Mister Doole.

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
XO: It will be worth it to rid the known universes of scum like you.

XO Martin says:
::looks at the CTO silently for a moment:: CTO: I do think some people would have to argue that point..

TO MJDoole says:
SEC G'noan: Lock on to all intruders and transport to brig. Authorization MJ-5 Alpha 6

Host ADM Hamilton says:
<SEC G'noan> ::quietly orders a transport::

Host ADM Hamilton says:
ACTION: Everyone in the lift is transported to the brig into individual cells.

TO MJDoole says:
XO: Perhaps a high level Tachyon burst from the deflector dish will seal it

CIV Bodine says:
::lies in a crumbled heap in an individual cell::

XO Martin says:
::seems a bit surprised to be in the brig, but sighs in relief, no longer having a phaser at her head::

Host ADM Hamilton says:
<SEC G'noan> ::shrugs:: TO: Sorry sir, I didn't specify as you ordered.

Host ADM Hamilton says:
ACTION: Brig security frees the XO and transports Bodine to sickbay.

TO MJDoole says:
::shakes head:: *XO*: Sorry about that.

CIV Bodine says:
<Anne> ::still standing in OPS realizing finally what must be going on:: ALL: Well .. Perhaps i shall just you know ... head off then .. ::attempts to flee into the turbolift::


Host ADM Hamilton says:
<Sec> XO: I'm not sure what happened, Ma'am.  We'll keep an eye on these three.

XO Martin says:
::thanks the security officers in the brig, and makes her way to Operations avoiding the turbolift where the rift is, of course::

CTO A`Beet`Ya says:
::Is visually angry about being in the brig::

XO Martin says:
::looks back over her shoulder:: Sec: Ah, yes, make sure they don't have any weapons on them anymore...don't want anything bad happening...::continues on her way::

TO MJDoole says:
*SEC G'noan*: I want to see you in my office. Now, mister! ::has SO Sharpshooter take charge::

XO Martin says:
::steps into Operations, via an alternate route than the turbolift, and looks around::

TO MJDoole says:
::heads for office:: *CO*: Try a high level Tachyon burst from the deflector dish in to the rift, to try to seal it.

Host ADM Hamilton says:
<SEC G'noan> ::nibbles her lip:: TO: Aye sir...::looks back at the empty lift::

TO MJDoole says:
*CO*: Try 7.14 deci-jewels

Host SEC G`noan says:
::follows Doole::

Host SEC G`noan says:
<Sec> ::double checks for weapons::

TO MJDoole says:
::enters office, sits down, and waits for Sec G'noan::

TO MJDoole says:
Sec G'noan: Sit!

TO MJDoole says:
::sits in chair and leans back::

Host SEC G`noan says:
::sits on the edge of a chair directly across from Doole::

XO Martin says:
CO: Sir?...Are we going to try and close that rift?....Perhaps we should send those alternate universe goons back to their own universe first?

TO MJDoole says:
Sec G'noan: How did you manage to screw up such a simple command?

CO Regnum says:
XO: Every time someone goes through that rift, someone on the other side switches place

Host SEC G`noan says:
TO: I...::takes a breath:: instead of saying intruders I told the operator everyone, thinking you would want everyone off the lift as a precaution not to miss one of the intruders.

XO Martin says:
::scratches her chin:: CO: Hmm, so then there should be duplicates of the CTO from the other universe and such, in this one...if we send them back, then we should, theoretically, get our people back as well.

CO Regnum says:
XO: Theoretically

XO Martin says:
::pauses and remembers:: CO: Oh, yes, and Bodine was attacked by your other-self, sir, with some sort of telekinetic powers...your alternate self isn't a very nice fellow...

TO MJDoole says:
Kaari: I said to lock on to the intruders, did I not?

CO Regnum says:
XO: Telekinetic powers... Did he give these powers a name at any time?

CMO Burton says:
::Checking over the CIV::

Host SEC G`noan says:
::nods:: TO: But I had already told them everyone and when you gave your order I gave the go ahead before I realized what you said.

Host SEC G`noan says:
TO: At least I remembered to have them disarm everyone in transport.

XO Martin says:
::thinking:: CO: He did...I just need to remember...some sort of ancient Betazoid book or something ... ::trying to remember::...ah...Lenain!

CO Regnum says:
::nearly faints:: XO: The Lenain!

Host SEC G`noan says:
TO: I forgot that last time and someone ended up dead.  

XO Martin says:
::gives the CO a quizzical look:: CO: Sir..?

TO MJDoole says:
::trying hard not to laugh at this point:: Kaari: Yes, you did. Didn’t it occur to you that the computer would know which signals didn't belong and which one were our officers?

Host SEC G`noan says:
ACTION:  Burton finds the Bodine to be in a state of mental shock.

CO Regnum says:
XO: It is a deeply evil book. We encountered it on the Artemis. A Betazoid had stolen it and used it to gain tremendous powers, by learning to focus negative emotions, we destroyed the book

Host SEC G`noan says:
::shakes her head:: TO: Not with the rumors of duplicates.  I wasn't sure if the computer would identify the different signals between the Commanders' doubles.

XO Martin says:
::frowns:: CO: Ah...I see...I guess it still exists in the other universe then. However, those are the powers he used...

TO MJDoole says:
::hiding a smile with my big hand::

CMO Burton says:
::Begins treating Bodine for his shock::

CO Regnum says:
::hurries over to the CIV and looks at him, attempting to enter his mind to see how far damaged he is:: CIV: John... Open your mind John, let me see what he did to you

CMO Burton says:
::readies another hypospray for Bodine::

XO Martin says:
::turns to a console after the CO leaves Operations and checks to see if any of the officers in the bridge exist in their own universe::

CIV Bodine says:
~~~::a faint image of Regnum surfaces in his mind it foreshadows over a reoccurring nightmare he seems to be stuck in ... the air is being sucked into space, he hangs on for his life::~~~

TO MJDoole says:
Kaari: You did alright. You took good precautionary measures. May be a bit too precautious, but I commend your thoroughness. Just next time, be a little more specific with the computer. ::just imagining the look on the XO's face when she found herself in the brig::  Dismissed Ensign.

CO Regnum says:
~~~CIV: I dare not look into your mind unless you open it up, forcing my way could damage you further but I can help you, please, relax your control just a little, I will only see what you share with me.~~~

Host SEC G`noan says:
::nods relieved:: TO: Aye sir.  ::stands and hurries toward the door:: thank you sir.  ::scurries out and back to work::

TO MJDoole says:
::spins the chair, puts face in hands, and has a good hearty laugh::

XO Martin says:
::nods, satisfied that none of the three exist in their universe::

CIV Bodine says:
~~~::the vacuum effects stops he is on the Scorpius in his quarters there is a breach in the bulkhead he approaches it Regnum is behind him::~~~

XO Martin says:
::is now curious, however, to learn who was switched with the officers from the mirror universe, if not their doubles::

CO Regnum says:
~~~CIV: John, why here, why have you brought me back here~~~

CIV Bodine says:
~~~::he reaches out into space their voices call to him:: CO: They bid me join them ..~~~

CIV Bodine says:
~~~::moves closer to the breath::~~~

XO Martin says:
::finds that two officers are missing from their universe now::

CO Regnum says:
~~~CIV: No John, come back, show me the mirror universe, what did the other me do to you.~~~

TO MJDoole says:
::after a good laugh, composes self and goes and see the CO in OPS::

CMO Burton says:
:Works to stabilize Bodine::

XO Martin says:
::edit that: finds the only people missing from this universe are the alternate universes Second Officer and CIV::

CMO Burton says:
Nurse: Prepare a stasis chamber, now.

CIV Bodine says:
~~~::turns to face the Captain:: CO: You ... my friend .. where ...::suddenly the surroundings change they are in the Mirror OPS:: ~~~

TO MJDoole says:
::arrives in OPS:: XO: Have you tried to seal the rift yet?

CMO Burton says:
<NURSE> CMO: Aye Doctor.

Host SEC G`noan says:
Edit CO to XO in the TO's statement

XO Martin says:
::turns to see the TO:: TO: Not yet, we were debating whether or not to send those alternate universe goons back or not...

Host SEC G`noan says:
ACTION:  Bodine's life signs continue to fade.

CO Regnum says:
~~~CIV: What did he do to you? Fight it ~~~

CIV Bodine says:
::they both stand before the scene in third person the other past Bodine howls then pleads for XO Regnum to stop ... he does not::

XO Martin says:
TO: we'll find out what’s happening as soon the Captain comes back from sickbay, he's helping with Mister Bodine at the moment

TO MJDoole says:
XO: Debate to long, and we'll lose the opportunity to seal it.

CMO Burton says:
::Injects the CIV with another hypospray and attaches a neural stimulator to his forehead::

XO Martin says:
::Raises her eyebrows at the TO:: TO: What do you mean? If it collapses on its self, it's really no different than sealing it

Host SEC G`noan says:
ACTION: Sensors detect and increase in the size of the rift.

CIV Bodine says:
~~~ the surrounding change once more they are back on the Scorpius Bodine just feet from the tear in the haul now ~~~

CO Regnum says:
~~~ CIV: No, go back, we can fight him, together ~~~

XO Martin says:
::glances at the console, seeing the sensor alert:: Self: Or… not...::makes a quick decision in her mind:: TO: We'll set to work on sealing it now, it seems the rift is starting to get bigger.

CO Regnum says:
~~~ CIV: Take me back to him. ~~~

Host SEC G`noan says:
ACTION:  Regnum sees his double and feels the pull of his power as if he is still inside his mind.

TO MJDoole says:
XO: Besides, it's like fish out of water. You really don't have a choice do you? Being here, they're out of their element, and could die. A collapse isn't any good for either side, as the shockwave could be very devastating for both sides.

CIV Bodine says:
~~~ again back in the mirror OPS Bodine still not speaking ~~~~

TO MJDoole says:
XO: It is an alternate of our universe. A mirror, if you will. What one does on one side, effects what happen on the other

CO Regnum says:
::although he is in a near trance, he wills his real self to speak, hoping someone is listening:: All: Seal the rift, seal it now, he's using the Lenain through the rift, seal it!

Host SEC G`noan says:
<CSO> XO: Commander, you might want to see this...

CIV Bodine says:
~~~ CO: We can't be strong … I don't want to .. I miss them .. I want .... ~~~

TO MJDoole says:
XO: to a point anyway.

XO Martin says:
TO: True...let's get to work then! ::looks around at the officers in Operations, and motions for them to start working on the situation as well::

CO Regnum says:
~~~ CIV: John, that rift doesn't lead to Anne, it leads to destruction, he is inside your head, he is controlling you with mind control, that rift symbolizes you giving control of your brain to him, not death. ~~~

CMO Burton says:
Self: Rift? What rift?

XO Martin says:
TO: I have a feeling that they, on the other side of the rift, will be trying to stabilize the rift, however, not making it close...

CMO Burton says:
::Continues to try and revive the CIV::

Host SEC G`noan says:
ACTION:  The alternate Regnum looks from Bodine to the image of the Real Regnum and grins evilly, then continues to push John toward the image of Anne::

CO Regnum says:
~~~ XO Regnum: Why did you take the power of the Lenain? Don't you know it can destroy you? ~~~

Host SEC G`noan says:
<CSO> XO: That rift is growing, Ma'am.  

Host SEC G`noan says:
ACTION:  Bodine continues to slip away.

CO Regnum says:
<XO Regnum> ~~~ CO: You are as weak as this one is, the Lenain has given me ultimate power, power you will never know because you were too foolish to seek it, you destroyed the book, instead of using it's power. ~~~

XO Martin says:
::nods at the CSO:: CSO: I'm aware of that...All: Let's get to work closing that rift people, if we don't close it, the folks on the other side will probably try some foolish invasion...

CIV Bodine says:
~~~ they return to the breaches quarters his arms stretched out now his feet on the edge of nothingness the mirror is with them in the quarters though this time ~~~

CO Regnum says:
::gets an idea and attempts to use telepathy to alter the image Bodine is seeing to cause the breech to seal itself::

CIV Bodine says:
~~~ Self: I want this ~~~ steps out of the ship ~~~

CIV Bodine says:
::goes into arrest::

TO MJDoole says:
CSO: Fire the tachyon burst. 7.14 deci-jewels

Host SEC G`noan says:
ACTION: Bodine's heart stops and all brain functions cease.

CO Regnum says:
::screams, both in Bodine's mind and out loud:: NOOOOoooooo!!!!!

Host SEC G`noan says:
<CSO> ::fires the tachyon burst as ordered::

TO MJDoole says:
XO: Let's hope this works

CMO Burton says:
Nurse: Another hypo and is that stasis chamber ready

CO Regnum says:
::the images go from what he saw in Bodine's Mind to completely black as he had not backtracked out of Bodine's brain when he died, he collapses on the floor unconscious::

Host SEC G`noan says:
ACTION:  The tachyon burst reduces the size of rift by half.

CIV Bodine says:
~~~ ::his mental aura fades quickly:: CO: It was an honor sir. I am with you always. ~~~

XO Martin says:
::looks at the sensor display on the console in front of her:: CSO: Again, it only reduced in size by half.

CIV Bodine says:
~~~ fades out ~~~

CMO Burton says:
::Watches the CO collapse::

TO MJDoole says:
CSO: Steady as she goes. Increase to 7.18

Host SEC G`noan says:
<CSO> ::fires again and watches the effect of the second burst::

Host SEC G`noan says:
ACTION:  The Captain falls into a deep coma.

CMO Burton says:
::Watches as the CIV's life signs and Decides to work on the CO:: Nurse: Put Mr. Bodine in the chamber now.

CMO Burton says:
::Begins to examine the CO::

Host SEC G`noan says:
ACTION:  The nurses place Bodine into the stasis chamber

TO MJDoole says:
CSO: Keep a steady stream going. Increase on my order.

Host SEC G`noan says:
ACTION:  The second tachyon stream does the trick and the rift closes.

XO Martin says:
::nods:: TO/CSO: Good work you two, that did the trick.

TO MJDoole says:
CSO: Power down the beam

Host SEC G`noan says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< End Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

